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While this year has not gone as we had all anticipated, it has opened the door for some wonderful changes 
throughout the organization. This year allowed us to look at how we onboard and train new members of 
our team. It has been really exciting for me to help lead the facility managers on this endeavor to create a 
comprehensive training plan for their teams. 

We heard feedback from our engagement survey that not only is this important for the care and well-being of 
the animals but also the care and well-being of those on our teams. The Animal Care and Enrichment (ACE) 
managers, the Customer Service Representative (CSR) managers as well as the Medicine managers began 
working on this a few months ago and will continue to roll out their plans as they complete them. 

We found out rather quickly that we had a lot of versions on how to do a task or we had no formal 
documentation; thus, we needed to create the protocols. The ACE Manager team; Laura Golden, Katelyn 
Olszewski, Erika Sikora, Doena Ivers and Alicia Bennett, focused on this newer role creating a plan that 
encompasses the importance of animal husbandry, to enrichment, to ensuring that each animal that comes 
into Michigan Humane’s care receives the be opportunity for success. The Customer Service Manager team: 
Mary Brinker, Jennifer Gnyp, Deb DuBarns, Steve Thomas, and Stephanie Noble have been focusing on the 
importance of ensuring that each person that comes into contact with Michigan Humane also receives the best 
care and help possible. The Medicine Manager Team: Alicia Bennett, Eileen Soutar, Kera Drury and Doena Ivers 
have activated their assistants to work on all the various pieces of the medical side to ensure that each animal 
entering our care receives the best medical care that can be given. 

These plans not only focus on that specific role, but they also intersection with the various parts that 
overlap across the teams. These plans were created to help set our new hires up for a successful career at 
Michigan Humane. Not only will a new hire know what is expected of their training, but they will also have 
the opportunity to work with our experienced staff to learn and build relationships. The ACE plan is up and 
running and shortly so will the Shelter CSR and Shelter Medicine Technician roles. Up next, we will be working 
on a training plan for our Clinic CSRs and our Clinic Technicians. I couldn’t be prouder of the Facility managers 
and the collaboration that they have shown in creating these plans. We are looking to continue to expand the 
training opportunities for all staff encouraging them to grow and develop in their professional career.  
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Training Tracks | By Facility Director of Operations, Detroit, Katie Ouwerkerk

National Employee Appreciation Day

It’s National Employee Appreciation Day and we wanted 
to share with all of you that we will be acknowledging you 
all on social media!  Thank you for all that you do!  
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March is Women’s History Month, and Michigan Humane is celebrating by highlighting 
pioneering women in the animal welfare world. Every Friday throughout the month of 
March, we’ll share a story of how women changed animal lives.

We are sure Women’s History Month has a different meaning for each of us. For that 
reason, we would love to hear from you as to what Women’s History Month means to 
you! Send your replies to theconnection@michiganhumane.org.

Caroline Earle White founded the first animal shelter in the United States in 1869. 
Born on September 28, 1833, in Philadelphia, Penn., White became an influential 
figure not only in animal welfare, but also fought for women’s suffrage and equality.

“Animals have certain rights, as inalienable as those of man to life, liberty, and the 
pursuit of happiness” – Caroline Earle White

White and a group of 30 women activists created the Women’s Pennsylvania Society 
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (WPSPCA), America’s first official animal 
shelter. Later known as the Women’s Humane Society, the organization pioneered 
programs that helped save homeless 
animals and employed animal cruelty 
officers to prevent and punish animal abuse. 
The organization still operates today as the 
Women’s Animal Center.

White expanded her animal advocacy role 
when she founded the American Anti-
Vivisection Society (AAVS) in 1883, the first 
anti-vivisection organization in the U.S. The 
creation of the AAVS can be traced back 
to 1871, when physician S. Weir Mitchell 
requested that the WPSPCA relinquish 
unwanted dogs in their care to his research 
hospital for experimental purposes. This 
horrified White and she soon found herself 
in conflict with many in the scientific 
community as she advocated for the end of 
animal testing by researchers. One of the 
AAVS’ major victories was along with the 
Massachusetts SPCA, a successful campaign 
to ban vivisection in elementary and 
secondary schools in Massachusetts, with 
other states shortly following suit.

Celebrating Women’s History Month 
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We Need Your Help 

For years, we have utilized White Kitten as a term that references requests that we receive from 
board members, donors, and other special friends of Michigan Humane. These requests come 
in all shapes and forms! They might be a request for a clinic patient, to help with an animal 
surrender, or to assist with an adoption. This term has been utilized for so long that it has lost its 
true meaning, so it’s time to find a new term that is suited to who we are as an organization! We are 
reaching out to the whole Michigan Humane team to find a new term that can be applied across the 
organization for these kinds of requests. Please send any ideas to Katie Ouwerkerk at kouwerkerk@
michiganhumane.org. We will review every submission and share the winner in an upcoming 
edition of The Connection. Thank you in advance for your participation and great ideas!

Micetro the Magnifi-cat   | By  Michelle Lopez, DVM

Micetro came to Michigan Humane as a 2-week old bottle baby. He had 
severe eye issues and diarrhea, which lead to a prolapsed rectum. Being the 
fighter that he is, he persevered and is now living the good life! He is now 
three years old and lives in Denver, Colorado where he goes on hiking trips 
and camping trips with his family. He makes friends everywhere he goes, but 
his best friends are his three bunny brothers at home that he will help groom 
or cuddle with. Micetro has great fashion sense and loves to play dress up — 
you can see all his outfits and adventures on his Instagram!
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Core Values Call Out

Want to recognize a teammate for their commitment to our core values? Submit 
your call out at michiganhumane.org/values.

JARROD BEAR | Value: Passionate

“Jarrod has really taken on the alarm system for all of the facilities. He is consistently working with the directors 
and managers to make sure everyone had what they need, and he takes initiative to fix problems like garage 
doors so the alarm doesn’t go off throughout the night!”

“Jarrod is a pleasure to work with because he brings such passion to his role at Michigan Humane. Whether he’s 
providing support at an event like Telethon or facility support like showing me how to use a generator or helping 
me figure out the alarm system, he doesn’t leave until he makes sure that we have what we need to do what 
we do! Jarrod, thank you for always supporting our operations through passion, collaboration, and effective 
communication.”

SIERRA BIGHAM AND EMILY KLINE-MADZJIK | Value: Passionate

“Berman has been caring for a 117 pound Malamute named Lexi who has no interest in treats or toys, and cannot 
go outside. We’ve been trying to come up with creative ways to engage her while she waits for rescue placement, 
but had been hitting roadblocks until today when Emily moved her out of a traditional cage into an open room in 
the back building. This movement then prompted Sierra’s creativity to flow, resulting in a kiddie pool full of snow 
for Lexi to eat/play/sit/sleep in. There are even treats buried in the snow (you know, in case she changes her mind 
about treats)!”

ERIC WILHELM | Value: Collaborative

“Eric was onsite for multiple issues over the weekend that had him in contact with other Michigan Humane 
departments and outside partners to ensure our building was warm, safe and accessible for our staff, animals, 
and surrounding city partners. Thank you for all of your brainstorming and planning that got us through the 
weekend!”

ROBERT BROWN AND LARRY WILHELM | Value: Collaborative

“We had a client in our parking lot who had a flat tire, Robert was persistent in assisting the client and went above 
and beyond trying to find a tire iron. Larry also assisted and together they were able to get her all set so she could 
safely drive to a tire shop. Thank you both for helping this client.”

Training Opportunity Reminder | By Media Manager, Anna Chrisman

The trainings below are only an hour and we encourage all of you to review the full list of opportunities and work with 
your manager to attend as many as possible. If a training falls on a day you are not scheduled to work, never fear! They 
will become available in Paycom once the session has passed. If you have questions about any of the sessions, please 
connect with your manager for further information. 

March:
• Building Respect in the Workplace  - March 16 at 12:30
• Heartworm- March 25 at 12:30

http://michiganhumane.org/values 
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Core Values Call Out

SAM EVANS, SHARON BIGHAM, JARROD BEAR, THOMAS ERICKSON, PAULA DURANT, SIERRA BIGHAM, KARA 
ERNST, JENN ROSEN, AKIRA HOOD | Value: Collaborative

“These folks showed great teamwork in quickly moving the dogs and cats from our most recent rescue flight to the 
waiting vehicles. I’m so impressed with their collaborative approach with staff and volunteers to make this happen 
in such an efficient, caring manner.”

KYLIE LYERLA | Value: Passionate

“Kylie is always making sure our animals (especially our cats) are doing well and getting the care that they need. 
She puts her all into every animal in our care and it shows in the way she interacts with them and cares for them. 
No matter what animal comes in to us, she always greets them with unconditional love and tries to ensure each 
one of them finds a good home. She is one of my role models!”

NIKKI NICOLET AND NANCY SMITH | Value: Passionate

“There was a wild bird flying around the Berman Shelter lobby. Nikki and Nancy worked closely together and 
very patiently and kindly were able to capture the bird. Once captured they allowed the bird to rest and when it 
regained its strength they set it free.”

HAYLEY VATH | Value: Compassionate

“Hayley learned that a friend of a person was going to become homeless and they have a dog. She went and 
gathered food, a big bed, leash, collar and blankets and asked if it was ok to donate to them. Of course it was ok’d 
and I appreciate her compassion, initiative and willingness to help.”

AUDREY H. AND MATT M. | Value: Collaborative

“These two helped me clean surgery and catch up when I was running behind. Thanks so much, you two!”

DEVON JAMES | Value: Collaborative

“Devon was the second cleaner for our Adoption cats during the deep clean! He worked really hard and did a great 
job!”

LAURA GOLDEN | Value: Collaborative

“Laura is very thoughtful when working through new challenges”

JAYLAN DOBSON | Value: Collaborative

“You are a rockstar for tackling out the deep clean of our adoption cat area! You did it with a great attitude and it 
looks amazing!”

ALICIA BENNETT | Value: Collaborative

“Thank you so much for reading and editing all of the documents I sent you! I appreciate your feedback and help!”
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Core Values Call Out

AMANDA BLACK, ASHLEY SCHOFIELD, DANIALLE BURY, DENISE ADZEMA, WHITNEY JOHNSON, SHELBY 
MCWILLIAMS, KIM SCANLAND, MARIANN GONCZY, MICHELLE BARNETT, NICOLE THOMAS | Value: Passionate

“The contact center, while short-staffed, powered through the calls and assisted *749* members of our community 
in a single day! The passion you have for providing the best service possible is inspiring and I know how hard you 
worked today. Thank you!”

STACY WOJCIKIEWICZ | Value: Collaborative

“We’ve worked on several projects together and Stacy is so great at collaborating! She shares her knowledge, 
communicates effectively, and helps to keep our tasks on course. Thank you Stacy for always supporting our 
operations and being a great partner to work with.”

ABIGAIL LEAL | Value: Compassionate

“Abigail worked so hard to help Oswald get the best outcome. She also shows dedication and compassion with 
every animal she handles.”

ASHLEY MAYNARD AND NIKKI NICOLET | Value: Inclusive

“Ashley and Nikki worked with our Clinic and Shelter Assistant Managers to come up with an inclusive animal 
handling session for our newest Veterinary Technicians. In working within the clinic area, they were able to give 
advice and tips to help reduce stressful situations with client pets as well as sharing their experiences when things 
didn’t exactly “go according to plan”.”

EVA TUTSCHEK | Value: Passionate

“Eva is one of the most passionate people in the game. She jumps in wherever needed, uses her experience and 
expertise to train new staff, and genuinely brings passion to the care she delivers to her patients daily.”

HOLLY WUERTH, DIANE EDWARDS, STEPHANIE MILLER, DR. CECE, DR. SILVERI, PAM DYBOWSKI | Value: 
Passionate

“They all stayed late to help a dog that had a weird medical situation. They always show compassion even when it 
is the end of a crazy day and they are tired. I am so proud to work with you all.”

DR. LOPEZ AND DR. MCSORELY | Value: Collaborative

“I wanted to send a big Thank-You to Dr.Lopez and Dr. McSorely for always being so willing to help look at shelter 
animals when needed. Even if they are having a busy day they find time to assist and it is so appreciated!”

ANGELA WEBB | Value: Passionate

“Angela is always putting patient care first. She takes her responsibility of making sure animals are getting the 
best care possible to heart. She has been doing a wonderful job and has improved greatly in the “float” position. 
Good job!”

“Angela has amazing customer service and is great at client education. I’m always learning from her client 
interactions, as she has great ways of helping the client understand. She is a great value to the clinic team!”
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Core Values Call Out

KIM FOSTER | Value: Collaborative

“Kim is always ready and willing to help with any issue. She helps the clinic run smoothly!”

KENT SCHULTE | Value: Compassionate

“This guy!!! Doing the work of so many people. He brings SO much to this organization and our staff can never 
stop learning from him. He is compassionate, empathetic, hardworking, kind, intelligent and funny! We cannot 
appreciate him enough.”

DEBBY MACDONALD | Value: Collaborative

“Huge shout out to Debby MacDonald for coming to Detroit to help train the staff!! We really appreciate it!”

INTERESTED IN SUBMITTING CONTENT FOR THE NEXT ISSUE 
OF THE CONNECTION? SEND YOUR SUGGESTIONS TO 

theconnection@michiganhumane.org


